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AS MANY AUTHORS in this symposium note, the growth and elaboration of health care law has been one of the most notable developments in the past half century in legal scholarship, education, and practice, and indeed in the law itself. Another equally, if not more dramatic, development has been in the growth of international and comparative law. A recent study of new courses in the second and third years of law school, for example, found that the greatest area of growth in new offerings in the mid-1990s was in international and comparative law, where 265 new courses and seminars were added between 1994 and 1997 (compared to 126 in health law). Comparative and international law has also been an important growth area in legal practice, with many firms adding new international law departments, or even overseas offices. It would be surprising, therefore, if we did not witness at the intersection of these two trends the development of international and comparative health law.

In fact health law, and health law scholarship, remain predominantly domestic in their concerns. Health care is peculiarly and tenaciously local in its character. Whereas we purchase automobiles from Japan, computers from Korea, toys from China, and clothes from Bangladesh, when we get sick we go to the doctor in our neighborhood or the hospital downtown. Doctors and nurses cannot even practice in the next state without getting a license from that state, and drugs and devices available in Europe cannot be used in the United States unless they are approved by our own Food and Drug Administration. Health law practice is primarily concerned with state law, supplemented by federal Medicare and Medicaid, antitrust, tax, and fraud and abuse law. It is likely that many health law practitioners get through their entire career without giving a thought to international or comparative law.
Nevertheless, comparative and international health law has been around for much of the history of health law and has been growing modestly for the past decade and a half. The first volume of the *Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law* (JHPPL) included an article on comparative health policy, and JHPPL has regularly over the years published many articles and symposia on comparative health policy and law. The American Journal of Law and Medicine added a panel of international editors in 1987, and its parent organization, the American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics, sponsored three international conferences on law and medicine in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The Society’s annual health law teachers’ conference has had presentations on international and comparative topics for most years since 1990, and two in 1995. Loyola University Chicago sponsored five international comparative conferences in the early 1990s, which were published in its *Annals of Health Law*. This journal, *Health Matrix*, published two important symposia on international health policy in 1994, one dealing with Justice and Health Care, the other with Justice and Child Health. One of these *Health Matrix* symposia was published separately as a book, which remains one of the few books available on comparative health law. I also have edited a collection of readings in comparative health law that has been used by a number of law schools for teaching comparative health law, mainly in seminars and summer programs.
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If one looks beyond the United States, comparative and international health law is even more popular. The World Association for Medical Law has been in existence since 1967, and in 2004 will sponsor its fifteenth biennial World Congress on Medical Law (in Sydney, Australia) to examine comparatively a variety of medical law topics. A number of journals, including the *European Journal of Health Law*, *Medical Law International*, the *Medical Law Review*, and the *Journal of Law and Medicine*, publish health law scholarship from many countries, much of it comparative in nature. Finally, Kluwer's *International Encyclopedia of Medical Law* now provides monographs allowing the reader to compare the health law from many countries.

Comparative health law serves a number of purposes. Bioethical issues can often benefit from comparative analysis. Though judicial decisions involving bioethical issues, such as access to abortion or the right to die, are primarily grounded in national law, they are also based in understandings about the nature and meaning of human life, autonomy, and community, that are, in turn, grounded in philosophical and religious traditions that transcend national boundaries. It is not coincidental that the great American Supreme Court decisions on bioethical issues, such as *Roe v. Wade* or *Washington v. Glucksberg*, at least glance beyond our national boundaries at the experience of other lands. Decisions from other countries, such as Canada or Australia, for example, do so to an even greater degree.

Not only can we learn from countries that share with us a common philosophical and religious tradition, we can also benefit from observing the experience of countries that approach bioethical decisions from radically different perspectives. For example, we in the United States seem to have arrived, at least for the moment, at a fairly general consensus that termination of nutrition and hydration for a
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patient in a persistent vegetative state is legally permissible—even if it results in the death of that patient—while giving the same patient an injection to immediately terminate life is not acceptable. The lower Japanese courts that have considered the matter, however, do not see such a sharp distinction between these two actions, and are more cautious about terminating treatment for patients in a persistent vegetative state on the one hand, while being somewhat more open to active euthanasia for terminal patients on the other. Reflecting on the reasoning of these courts might make us more open to questioning our own assumptions.

Observing the experience of other countries might also make us more sensitive to the exceptional character of our American approach to financing health care. As every American health law scholar (and by now most informed Americans) knows, the United States is the only developed country without some form of universal health care coverage. It is important to avoid the illusion that we simply need to learn how others have done it and follow suit. There were a great many comparative health systems articles written during the heyday of the Clinton plan, and they were largely ignored by American lawmakers and the American public. There are historical and political reasons for our American predicament and the situation may not change in our lifetime.

Understanding how universal health coverage works in other countries, however, may help us to understand how it could work in the United States: which approaches might be more compatible with our own peculiarities, and which approaches we might best leave alone. We may also be able to learn from technical approaches that others have taken to specific problems in health system design, such as how to adjust payments for risk or how to pay providers for particular services. If nothing else, we should learn
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We might also learn by observing the approaches that other nations have taken to other sorts of health law conundrums with which we struggle. Many articles have been written, for example, examining the no-fault systems of Sweden and New Zealand, and although we cannot simply adopt their solutions for our own problems, we might learn from them. We might also learn from how other countries deal with other common problems, like protecting the confidentiality of medical records or handling complaints against health care providers.

When we turn from comparative to international law, there is more to learn. For example, the relevance of international human rights law for health care has become increasingly apparent in recent years. A number of international conventions articulate a right to health or to health care. The European Convention on Human Rights in Biomedicine has become an important basis for human rights in health in Europe, for example. A number of scholars in the United States have also argued for greater awareness of international human rights to health, while others have explored its concrete application in specific contexts.
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International law has a number of other practical applications as well. The outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 highlighted again a point that the AIDS epidemic (and, for that matter, the problem of tobacco addiction) had already made—that public health problems are international and must be addressed at the international level. Though the World Health Organization has long been reluctant to pursue international law approaches to public health issues, a body of international law must be elaborated to assure international cooperation in addressing international public health problems.

Finally, research involving human subjects today takes place throughout the world, and the drugs and devices that result from this research are marketed globally. The International Conference on Harmonization and the European Drug Management Agency represent two international models for opening a global market for pharmaceutical products. The World Trade Organization’s international Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) agreement, on the other hand, has posed a barrier to availability of drugs in poor countries. Finally, the Declaration of Helsinki and the CIOMS guidelines present models for establishing international ethical standards for clinical trials.
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Comparative and international health law scholarship addressing these and other topics has become quite common in the United States during the past two decades. Perhaps it is time, however, to begin thinking more seriously about not just studying international and comparative health law ourselves, but also teaching it to our students. It is may already be the case that few students make it through law school without encountering law from beyond our shores in some law school course (or perhaps even in an international summer program). The time may soon arrive when an education in health law will also be seen to be deficient if it remains narrowly focused on the parochial concerns of domestic law, and does not offer the health law student the opportunity to think more broadly about the topics that health law addresses through the lens of international or comparative legal study.